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About This Game

Emporium is a short interactive vignette. Exploring notions of escapism, loss and a fragmented sense of self in the wake of a
personal tragedy.

These pockets of dissonant clarity are a vain effort to find beauty, poetry and reason in one's bleakest and most desperate
moments.

Emporium is a small game lasting roughly 30 to 45 minutes. It has a minimal approach to game play, focusing on visuals and
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audio to build a visceral experience with sporadic dialogue choices leading the narrative.
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Title: EMPORIUM
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Tom Kitchen
Publisher:
Tom Kitchen
Release Date: 21 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Core i5 processor or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 645 OEM or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Not Recommended for Intel integrated graphics cards.

English
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Holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665!! this game is amazing !!! It totally kicks\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665!! If
prompters were off, I m sure some would not pass any stages. It is SO challenging!!!

And there are all these little games, which r not well made but the plots r great . Kinda intriguing but not in a tooooo brainy way.
I do like them. Need to play all those to get to the end which is ... well I'd better shush and not spare any surprise( trust me, u
will have a big one @_@ ) anyways it z like a B-movie, which is not perfect but haunts you in a good way.u can't just stop
thinking about it!!! It is the coolest riddle game I 've ever played. Be careful smart\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665players,
you will be hooked.. Pixel Surivors is a simple & mostly a short strategy/simulation-game.

Dont expect to much from the game and you will have a great game for now and then.

Pro:

 pixel graphics

 short strategy/simulation game

 villager turns into zombies when they die

 wont play it longer as like a hour, great diversion

 steamcards and achivements

Con:

 stupid AI is still stupid :D

 pixel graphics (some wouldnd like it)

 wont play it longer as like a hour, miss some longtime motivation

 if you see a zombie the game is nearly game over if you have no recources

 Rate: 8/10 

What i miss in the game:

 would like to see some more animals like deers or somthing

 no tree spawn without a building
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 more ways to protect against zombies

Dont expect a long on going Strategy-Game, for that its just to simple if you mastered it once(its first really hard even on easy).
But its a great game if you just want to look at a village and see how its growing as you wish.

I played since the Beta about 20 hours. The progress of the game headed forward and its now beautiful and mostly a stable
game. Since its release you cant build everthing from the start you have to research new building and a more efficence way for
you villager to gather recources. But so the game got some more deeper interaction and a long time motivation.. A wonderfully
designed, interesting and unique game riddled with polish issues and bugs.

I'd be more than happy to revisit the game and change my tune at a later date, at the moment a lot of the games tutorial text
seems to be bugged, the worst issue in that regard being the upgrading of stats, as I entered the room of the game in which you
do so, a tutorial text appeared giving what I assume were directions in upgrading, I did see what I thought was the key you are
supposed to press 'W'. I stood on the highlighted green podium and pressed W...to no avail. I held W in, I smashed W, I even
shift+w'd. None of this worked and even after deleting local content I was never able to replay the tutorial to figure out what I
was supposed to do.

The combat in the game is great unfortunately large parts of what makes you take damage are very undefined, I found my self
dying to random objects I'd step on as well as other quirky incidents.

Overall the game carries a unique and interesting concept but it seems the delivery lacks finishing touch.. This was a solid
experience, but could use some improvements. But as others have said, don't go into it expecting "gameplay". You basically can
roam around a couple environments, and interact with a few objects (i.e. fire cannons).

Positives:

-Great Graphics/Visuals

-Several Interesting and unexpected interactions

-Boobies

Negatives:

-Needs further optimization. i5 4690K and R9 390 were not enough to be completely judder free in all areas. Island was
especially bad.

-$10 seems steep for the lack of replay value

-Controls could be improved, and maybe add a pause menu with controls listed.. Cartoony first person point and click horror
adventure in a bizarre world.

The praise:
-Choices matter
-Actual replay value
-Really grim soundtrack

The nag:
-Navigation is horrible - I'm constantly lost and confused which way I should go
-Can't save - only auto save. 4/10
bad for 2004 games , Boring just play around in jungle for presidents
i prefer marine sharpshoter 3. Neat little puzzle game at a great price.. A fun little adventure for learning basic math, and other
school subjects. Great for kids, or to relax and kill time.. 10/10 I can draw a cool hybrid (Don't look at my screenshots) ;)
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. i dont like it
its the same over and over not fun at all
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Is it worth ten dollars? Yes, but I would wait for a sale? Also yes. This game has a lot of ways to achieve your goals but only the
5,  maybe 6 , girls to date but in the end you can only choose one and they all go through similar trees. There aren't many
dialogue choices but rather choices of what to do with your time. This smaller pool of choices lead to a railroaded adventure but
at the time that dawns on you there is plenty going on with the plot. Not going to talk much on the plot but it was a fun one with
a slow build up. All in all good game that goes with more time management then typical dating sims and a nice indie game vibe
to it. Miyu best girl.
. Deus ex vr can keep you company for a couple of hours,
and in that light i totally recommend it.

it has some nice Cyberpunk scenes, in which you don't
interact, just walk around.
it's fun, and it's free. although it did get me dizzy a bit.
. OK. I bought this game because I got attracted by the anamited characters playing as different pieces on the board. However
other than thatthere is nothing else to this game. I played a few matches and I become bored of it very fast. It would have helped
if the characters each had sounds of their own to make them more interesting. And also maybe add some effects when a piece
destroys another and not just make it instantly dissapear. Maybe also introduce a multiplayer to play with friends too?. Great
Zombie Show!. Controls are just bad.. Stated simply, Risen 2: Dark Waters is an extremely rewarding, alternately frustrating
and elating roleplaying game.

There's an undefinable quality to the Risen games, I've stated this in the review of the first Risen Game. The game doesn't bend
over backwards to hold your hand, it challenges but rewards the player consistently. NPCs are interesting, colorful, but not
terribly deep. That being said, the game does several things right. Actually, not only do they get it right but they nail it.

They absolutely nail immersion. The music is sweeping, from quiet moments to the middle of combat. The voice actors are
fantastic, giving a great feel to the world. One particular instance had my character trying to mediate an argument between two
pirates. The word \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 was exchanged a record amount of times. Most games don't manage to actually
laugh out loud, but this one did.

Visuals are great. They aren't fantastic, not necessarily breathtaking, but the art style and use of environment is spot on.

The way the do character development is interesting, and in my opinion well done. "Experience Points" are represented by a
resource called Glory, which is then used to upgrade base stats. These include Bladeworks, Firearms, Voodoo, Cunning, and
Toughness. It's possible I missed one, but the point is that increasing these stats then allows you to visit various trainer NPCs that
allow you to purchase different abilities with gold and a prerequisite stat ranking. I really enjoyed this approach to a roleplaying
game. It sounds laborious and unnecessary, but it does lend a good deal of immersion into the game world.

Murdering monkeys, slaughtering warthogs, dicking pirates all up and down and stealing their stuff. It's great! Also pirates.

It's pirate themed. To me initially that sounded fun but viewing it long term I thought it might get old. Somehow, the developers
manged to keep me engaged and immersed in this fantasy pirate world.

4 Arrgs! out of 5.. This game is great, there are many options you can choose, and experiment with. Unlike its predecessor,
Zombie Exodus,(which is still a great game) there is much more freedom. I would definitely recommend this game to anyone
who is seeking a story game.. Kind of short and meaningless but the concept of a self sustained rpg biosphere is really
interesting.

The game is hard to balance and develop but perhaps the developer should try further since the ideea has great potential.. Not
like I wanted Jenny to be with me at the end. Fun times: 10/10. Tears: more than I'd hoped
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